1. Human Rights in China (HRIC) welcomes the opportunity to provide input into the next thematic report by the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of assembly and of association (FoAA) to be presented at the 47th session of the Human Rights Council. HRIC’s submission covers developments in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) and addresses the focus of the thematic report—accountability and access to justice in the exercise of the rights to FoAA and the role of lawyers to facilitate the realization of these rights in that region. We also include suggestions aimed at addressing the obstacles to enjoyment of these rights by Hong Kong people.

I. Rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association

2. Recent developments in Hong Kong highlight a number of global trends identified in the Special Rapporteur’s 2018 report on global trends in different regions (A/HRC/38/34). These developments have contributed to self-censorship and the shrinking of civil society space, and seriously undermine the peaceful exercise of the rights to freedom of association and assembly. Key developments include:
   ▪ use of the sweeping Law of the People’s Republic of China on Safeguarding National Security in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (hereinafter referred to as “National Security Law”) to suppress the legitimate exercise of freedom of peaceful assembly and of association and to criminalize peaceful protests;
   ▪ misuse of the National Security Law in the criminal cases underway to justify the indiscriminate and excessive use of force by the authorities to counter or repress, peaceful protests during the 2019 protest movement in Hong Kong; and
   ▪ limitations on rights during electoral periods by criminalizing those involved in the primary polls in the lead up to the Legislative Council (hereinafter referred to as “LegCo”) elections which were later postponed by a year citing COVID-19 public health concerns.

3. With respect to the Special Rapporteur’s focus on the role of lawyers and their associations in his forthcoming report, HRIC notes that Hong Kong lawyers and their associations often find themselves the targets of crackdowns and arrests. The targeting of lawyers not only contributes to chilling political opposition voices and activism, but threatens a key pillar of the rule of law—an independent bar. Two instances where lawyers and their associations have found themselves being targeted while navigating the new legal terrain under the National Security Law include:
   ▪ Prominent Hong Kong lawyers Martin Lee QC and Dr Margaret Ng were among the fifteen pro-democracy activists arrested on May 18, 2020 on charges of participating in 2019 anti-government demonstrations. Both of whom are internationally renowned legal practitioners who were awarded the International Bar...
Association’s Human Rights Award for lifelong defense of freedom, democracy, and the rule of law.  

- **John Clancey**, an American lawyer who is a permanent resident of Hong Kong, was arrested during the January 6-7, 2021 mass arrests of 55 individuals suspected of involvement in the unofficial LegCo primaries that took place in July 2020—a move intended to decimate political opposition and extinguish political activism and participation.

**Legal practitioners’ contributions to right of FoAA**

4. **Legal defense**: Lawyers in Hong Kong have offered pro bono legal representation to pro-democracy protestors, a practice documented since the Umbrella Movement protests in 2014. Many lawyers have provided their legal assistance at police stations and magistrates courts to persons arrested. These pro bono lawyers play a critical role and face risks such as having their licenses revoked or even being arrested for complicity in national security offences.

5. **Supporting the rule of law**: The Hong Kong Bar Association has also taken the lead and openly issued several statements with regard to the drafting and promulgation of the National Security Law and the rule of law, despite predictable risks of invoking the ire of the authorities. Most recently, Paul Harris, the new chairman of city’s Bar Association, spoke out against the arrests of the 55 people calling it a ‘fairly obvious’ abuse of law, pledged to strengthen rule of law in Hong Kong, and urged the amendment of the National Security Law.

**Right to effective remedy**

6. One key structural concern in Hong Kong is the disconnect between legal provisions that ensure a right to an effective remedy for abuses of protected rights and actual practice. Normatively, the protection of fundamental rights, including the right to freedom of assembly and association, is guaranteed by Article 4 of the National Security Law, as well as by the Basic Law of the Hong Kong SAR and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) as applied to Hong Kong. However, implementation guidance regarding rights, including measures to ensure the right to a remedy, is lacking. While the authorities have aggressively used the National Security Law to criminalize rights that are protected under Article 4, the authorities have not adopted any specific measures to implement in practice the application of international human rights standards. HRIC has argued that it is timely and urgent to invoke and apply the rights protections provided by the National Security Law itself and narrow the gap between law on the books and in practice.

**Civil society good practices**

7. The authorities must ensure a safe and enabling civil society environment to ensure the sustainability and effectiveness of these civil society practices. However, despite the daunting challenges and restrictions of the increasingly restricted space in Hong Kong,
Civil society institutions and groups continue to organize public discussions. For example, immediately after the National Security Law came into force, the Law Faculty of the University of Hong Kong convened a series of online seminars that gathered prominent legal experts from different parts of the world to examine various aspects of the Law and their impact on fundamental rights and freedoms, including academic freedom and freedom of the press. And through the lens of international law, the seminars examined the Law’s extraterritorial reach and the tensions between the Law and the existing international treaty obligation of the Central People’s Government (CPG).\(^{24}\)

8. Non-governmental organizations have also organized public education events and private briefings aimed at diverse stakeholders, highlighting international human rights principles, standards, and norms.\(^{25}\) The sustainability of these civil society efforts is important as they contribute to raising the understanding of international human rights standards and norms. Strengthening normative reference to international standards and obligations can also counter official claims that international stakeholders who speak out are “interfering” in domestic affairs.\(^{26}\)

### II. Peaceful assembly

**Specific measures and policies to be adopted**

9. Restrictions on peaceful assemblies have been used, explicitly or implicitly, to stifle expression of political opposition to a government, challenges to authority, including calls for democratic changes of government. As the Special Rapporteur noted, the right of peaceful assembly would require the adoption of specific measures and policies in order to remove existing obstacles in access to justice and accountability for violations of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. In *General Comment No. 37—Article 21: right of peaceful assembly*, the Human Rights Committee has clarified that peaceful assemblies often have expressive functions, and since political speech enjoys particular protection as a form of expression, it follows that assemblies with a political message should enjoy a heightened level of accommodation and protection.\(^{27}\)

10. The Hong Kong authorities’ targeting of political expression and accusation of “subversion” against those involved in the unofficial primaries present steep legal and political obstacles and run counter to these international norms and principles.\(^{28}\) The authorities must adopt and implement specific measures to ensure a “heightened-level of accommodation and protection” for activities such as the unofficial primary elections (which resulted in the mass arrests on January 6-7, 2021), and “expression of political opposition”.

*The need for training of Hong Kong Police Force on appropriate use of force*
11. HRIC underscores the need for adequate protection of the Hong Kong people’s right to freedom of assembly and association in the context of law enforcement, specifically the appropriate use of force. The excessive use of force by police against protesters in the 2019 protests have been widely reported, and UN experts have stated their concerns. The use of any weapon can have fatal consequences, as reiterated in the UN Human Rights Guidance on Less-Lethal Weapons in Law Enforcement. Accordingly, there must be sufficient training for Hong Kong police as recommended by international experts in accordance with UN guidelines and other international human rights standards, and more transparency on the police manual guidance to officers. And as demanded by the Hong Kong people, an independent investigation into the allegations of use of excessive force against peaceful protesters though it is an appeal that has been rejected by the authorities.

**Assistance to be provided to legal practitioners**

12. The international community, in particular the international and national bar associations, needs to monitor ongoing developments and support the Hong Kong bar in its efforts to provide legal representation and defend the rule of law—a core pillar for the effective exercise of the fundamental rights and freedoms. In addition, several measures could be taken to help legal practitioners to better support civil society or those exercising their right to freedom of peaceful assembly, including localized legal defense or practitioner resources that promote the effective use of international standards, the protection of the peaceful exercise of rights guaranteed by Article 4 of the National Security Law.

**Existing barriers to legal practitioners’ ability to protect exercise of right to FoAA**

13. One barrier is the identification and subsequent targeting of lawyers representing clients who are activists active on diverse social and democracy reform issues. At the opening of Hong Kong’s Legal Year, Philip Dykes, then-President of Hong Kong Bar Association, referenced the “Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers”: “Lawyers shall not be identified with their clients or their clients’ causes as a result of discharging their functions”. In the context of Hong Kong judges being abused and vilified and a prosecutor being hounded, Dykes asserted that this principle needs to be understood and accepted.

**III. Association**

**Measures and policies needed for removing existing obstacles**

14. The efforts of the Hong Kong SAR authorities to impose restrictions on unions that have proliferated across sectors in Hong Kong, including civil servants and labor unions, pose great obstacles to the exercise of the right to freedom of association. Measures and policies are needed to protect the right of individuals to form unions, including in the civil service, health, and other public sectors.
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